Spatial organization of enzymes for metabolic engineering.
As synthetic pathways built from exogenous enzymes become more complicated, the probability of encountering undesired interactions with host organisms increases, thereby lowering product titer. An emerging strategy to combat this problem is to spatially organize pathway enzymes into multi-protein complexes, where high local concentrations of enzymes and metabolites may enhance flux and limit problematic interactions with the cellular milieu. Co-localizing enzymes using synthetic scaffolds has improved titers for multiple pathways. While lacking physical diffusion barriers, scaffolded systems could concentrate intermediates locally through a mechanism analogous to naturally occurring microdomains. A more direct strategy for compartmentalizing pathway components would be to encapsulate them within protein shells. Several classes of shells have been loaded with exogenous proteins and expressed successfully in industrial hosts. A critical challenge for achieving ideal pathway compartmentalization with protein shells will likely be evolving pores to selectively limit intermediate diffusion. Eventually, these tools should enhance our ability to rationally design metabolic pathways.